
ST3A Feedback Aug 2022 - Jan2023 

General Feedback 
• Almost no sessions rated as “Poor” (single vote for PRiME course) 

• Almost all sessions rated as “Great” 

• Sessions consistently rated as Relevant for GP Teaching with Good Presenters and Would Recommend to Others 

 

 

(note a technical problem meant some trainees did not record an answer for sessions from Ethics onwards) 



General Comments 
• I look forward to teaching as an opportunity to ask questions, make mistakes, learn from others, and a build resilience for my GP 

working days. 

• Good programme, and enthusiastic leads 

• Very well-organised. Great variety of teaching sessions but always relevant to the GP curriculum. Look forward to teaching every 
week.  

• I know I have missed some sessions but not 100% sure which ones off the top of my head so I haven't marked ones I'm not sure 
of. On the whole, the teaching throughout GPST has been great. GPST3 teaching has been thought out really well and 
complements the stage of the training programme perfectly. It is always relevant, always well delivered, and always fun. It is a 
great learning environment that challenges and supports in equal measure. Top marks. 

• Seb and Kat put so much effort into our teaching schedule. It’s so tailored to our curriculum that it makes hitting our necessary 
experience areas so much easier. They encourage group discussions from everyone and have taken the time to get to know us 
and tailor things to our specific needs. They’re really approachable and have put so much thought into each specific session and 
utilised all their contacts in getting amazing speakers to come teach us.  

• I really enjoy teaching days. Kat and Seb have created a really good attitude in the group which feels to me inclusive, everyone 
listens and respects each other and I learn so much. Thank you.  

• Great balance of support, academic and practical learning. 

• Excellent teaching sessions. All relevant and full credit to the team - Seb and Kat and all the other presenters. 

• I feel less useful having given solidly high feedback but the teaching is absolutely fab, thankyou so much for putting so much 
effort into it and ensuring it’s relevant to us! 

• Great variety of teaching/types of sessions, and really enjoyed every single session. Thanks Seb and Kat! 

• Excellent teaching programme. Very supportive and passionate teachers :)  

• excellent teaching programme. very interactive and lots of useful learning. Something to look forward to in my working week. 
Also Seb and Kat are both extremely helpful from a both educational and pastoral point of view. so thanks for everything so far! 

 



RCA Course 
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Additional Teaching 

 



 

 



Is there anything you think we should be teaching but aren't? 

• No 

• Job applications/when to look, performers list- as we recently have had emails to sort out, pensions, working as locums and 

invoicing, different ways of practice working e.g partnership models and variations, (May be upcoming in the second half)*  

• Very comprehensive and varied curriculum  

• I defer to your expertise.  

• There’s so much you could teach! I think the teaching so far has felt like a good balance between exam focus, hitting capabilities 

and preparing us for work post CCT. 

• Time management during consultations.  

• so far so good! maybe we could have more worry bin sessions as well as maybe a timetable slot to maybe discuss any cases that 

people have ongoing and would like to see how other peers might approach that case. 

*We did in fact have a future session on working patterns that covered this area 

Anything you want to tell us about teaching we haven't asked about? 

• Forgot know the previous page that I did attend the Ian Hamer session (he was in America right?). All good for that session too, 

very informative and actually reassuring. 

• I find teaching very useful and beneficial. It is also lovely to see other trainees and de-brief, to know you are all going through the 

same things. 

• really enjoy it and very useful! keep up the great work! 


